
Code Length  Height  PRICE*
DIV18EP epoxy 457 230 $10
DIV24EP epoxy 610 230 $12
DIV18CH chrome 457 230 $14
DIV24CH chrome 610 230 $16

Code   Height  PRICE*
EPLEG (set of 2) Epoxy 1800 $18
CHLEG (set of 2) Chrome 1800 $18

Code   PRICE*
SHWHEELS Set of 4 Castors $45
SHWHEELS-HD Set of 4 Heavy Duty Castors $72

Code   PRICE*
S-HOOKSEP Set of 2 epoxy hooks $2
S-HOOKSCH Set of 2 chrome hooks $2

Shelf Dividers
Keep your items organised  
with shelf dividers.

Create straight, L or U-shaped shelving.

Connect your shelving bay to another bay with these handy epoxy or chrome hooks. 
For an L-shaped bat, use 1 complete shelf unit and 1 unit with just 4 shelves and 2 
posts. Connect the shelves onto the full bay with 8 hooks (2 per shelf). 

You will need 2 hooks per shelf. Simply hook onto the 
shelf of the complete bay and lift the shelf of the next 
bay into the hook. Firmly push into place.

Load capacity is 150kg per shelf – this includes the 
complete shelf across both bays. Please ensure weight 
is evenly distributed across the shelf.

For shelving with wheels the overall weight capacity of the 
shelf unit is 240kg (SHWHEELS $45) or 320kg with the heavy 
duty wheels(SHWHEELS-HD $72). 

Castors
Sets of 4 castrs includes 2 
locakble castors.

Connection HooksAdditional Posts

NEW More Options for Epoxy & Chrome Shelving

The very familiar shelving system 
at a not-so-familiar price.

Code: DIV18EP 
$10 Each

Chrome or Epoxy?
Chrome looks absolutely fantastic but is a little more expensive. A reflective 
silver suface that reflects light and gives off an aura of sophistication – so 
they are commonly used in retail areas where they need to look good. 

The epoxy resin is a rubberised coating. That makes them highly water 
resistant. So they are excellent for coolrooms or refrigerated environments. 
And cheaper too.

Our special black clip
clicks under the shelf. 
Stops the shelf from 
sliding down - strong!

No corner post. 
Easier access. 
More storage space.

Coolroom/Dry Store Shelving

Strong
Thicker diameter steel than most competing systems.

Each set comes with 4 shelves   
Shelves adjust to anywhere along the length of the poles. 
Extra shelves are available. See pricing below.

Castors available 
Castors are supplied as a set of 4, $45 or heavy duty $72.

Adjustable feet
Coolroom shelving is perfect for uneven floors with adjustable feet.

 EXTRA
SHELF

SH1818CH 457 457 1800 $159 $40
SH1836CH 914 457 1800 $219 $55
SH1848CH 1219 457 1800 $239 $60
SH1860CH 1524 457 1800 $274 $68
SH1872CH 1829 457 1800 $294 $74
SH2424CH 610 610 1800 $184 $46
SH2430CH 762 610 1800 $219 $55
SH2436CH 914 610 1800 $249 $64
SH2448CH 1219 610 1800 $284 $72
SH2460CH 1524 610 1800 $319 $80

Chrome Wire Shelving
for Dry Store

Code Length Depth Height PRICE*
 (mm) (mm) (mm)

 EXTRA 
SHELF

SH1236EP 914 305 1800 $149 $38
SH1248EP 1219 305 1800 $164 $42
SH1260EP 1524 305 1800 $184 $48
SH1818EP 457 457 1800 $149 $38
SH1830EP 762 457 1800 $175 $44
SH1836EP 914 457 1800 $184 $42
SH1848EP 1219 457 1800 $209 $52
SH1860EP 1524 457 1800 $229 $60
SH1872EP 1829 457 1800 $239 $66
SH2424EP 610 610 1800 $174 $44
SH2430EP 762 610 1800 $184 $46
SH2436EP 914 610 1800 $209 $52
SH2448EP 1219 610 1800 $229 $58
SH2460EP 1524 610 1800 $274 $68

Epoxy Coated Wire Shelving 
for Coolrooms

Code Length Depth Height PRICE*
 (mm) (mm) (mm)

*Prices include GST.  Prices vary due to raw material and exchange rate fluctuations and are subject to change without notice.

Shelving FAQs
How do you put them together? Can I put the 
shelves at any height? 
Each shelf comes with four clips. Simply snap lock 
them onto the grooves on the upright posts. Slide the 
shelf over the post until they hit the clip, apply a bit 

of pressure and the shelf is locked in place. You can put the shelves 
anywhere along the upright to suit the required shelf height. 

Can I buy extra shelves? Of course you can! Most people don’t as 
four is generally a good number for an 1800mm high post. If you 
want extras, they are 25% of the total price of a set. 

What are the load capacities of wire shelving? Load capacities 
are 150kg per shelf. For shelving with wheels the overall weight  
capacity of the shelf unit is 240kg (SHWHEELS $45) or 320kg with the 
heavy duty wheels(SHWHEELS-HD $72). 
Higher capacity shelving (up to 250kg) is now available with the  
Premium Range on page 10 of our downloadable catalogue.

What if I have an uneven floor? Each post has a small adjustable 
foot. Simply screw it out to level your shelves on an uneven floor.

How are these shelves made? These shelves are made of steel, 
then dipped in either chrome or an epoxy resin. 

Highly water-resistant 
epoxy rubberised 

coating 

Code: SH1872CH 
1829 x 457mm $294
Set of 4 castors  $45

Code: SH2448EP
1219 x 610mm $229

Code: SH1818EP
457 x 457mm $149

OVER 
70,000+ 

SOLD

Up to 
150kg 

load capacity

SHWHEELS SHWHEELS-HD


